Haemolytic disease of the newborn most commonly occurs when an Rh-negative mother has been sensitized to the D antigen, either from an Rh-positive foetus during pregnancy, or by an injection or transfusion of blood. Sensitization, however, occurs much less commonly than is theoretically possible; and Wiener (1946) 
where R = Homozygous recessive; H = Heterozygote.
Thus a recessive individual results from the three mating groups (denoted above as A, B, C) in the relative proportions d2 : 2d(1-d) : (1-d)2. Sibs of such an individual will also be recessive in the same proportions as above, i.e. as 1 : I -.
The total frequency of all recessive offspring of the matings from which recessive offspring may come is:
. Hence the mean proportion of sibs of Index Cases (i.e. known recessives) expected also to be recessive is:
, wherein the assumptions we have made are that the Index Cases result from families A, B, C, in the randomly expected proportions, and that the size of a sibship bears no relation to whether it is of type A, B, or C. Now those sisters of Index Cases who are recessive may marry Rh-positive men, when the circumstances would be propitious for the production of haemolytic disease. There will be a proportion (1 -d)2 of homozygous Rh-positive males all of whose children will be Rh-positive, and a proportion 2d(1 -d) of heterozygous males, half of whose children by an Rh-negative woman will be Rh-positive. Thus the proportion of Rh-positive children to be expected if the Rh-negative sisters of Index Cases marry at random with respect to the Rh gene is:
(
and the proportion of Rh-positive children of Rh-negative mothers which is expected among the children of sisters of Index Cases is: (Gerrard, 1951) . Because the likelihood of occurrence of iso-immunization is reduced in small families, and to allow of the inclusion of a greater proportion of younger sisters' families, we have drawn chiefly from the older mothers in the series. Through them we have obtained details of the families of their sisters, the numbers of children, and the numbers who were deeply jaundiced in infancy. We obtained the required details from 111 Index Cases of the series, and in five instances one sister, in a sixth, two sisters, had had children who were severely jaundiced as infants. The 111 Index Cases had a total of 274 sisters who had 566 children. Eleven of these children were severely jaundiced in infancy, and in at least nine of these the jaundice was due to Rh iso-immunization.
The expected number of cases is 8-3 calculated according to (i), and 85-4 according to (ii) . This series therefore lends no support to the postulate of a genetic factor facilitating sensitization such as Wiener has proposed; indeed the close accord between the number observed and that expected in the absence of the factor K suggests that the greater susceptibility to sensitization which some Rh-negative women display is distributed independently and is attributable to some environmental agency. For any other condition facilitating isoimmunization, whether directly improving antigenic response or increasing the permeability of the placenta, if dependent on a single gene substitution, would increase the proportion affected among the offspring of sisters from the 5 per cent. rate of (i) to a minimum of 25 per cent., as a recessive with full penetrance. SUMMARY
Observations on the occurrence of haemolytic disease of the newborn in the offspring of sisters are used to show, by their close agreement with genetic expectation on the assumption of random distribution of susceptibility, that any hypothesis of a simply-inherited factor which facilitates sensitization is improbable.
